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The Windmills
of Whitehall
IT'HE EASTER MARCHES for nuclear
disarmament have always displayed
a range of confused and clashing ideas,
and if last week-end’s march was in
fact no more diverse in this respect than
previous ones, the fact that it was the
first march to be held while a Labour
Government held office, heightened the
disagreements between the various points
of view.
It is clear that now the official CND
leadership has lost the initiative, its
ideas and enthusiasm have evaporated,
and its leaders carry on more out of
inertia
than
anything
else.
The
Guardian's suggestion that if CND didn’t
organise a march next year, any of the
‘extremist’ groups could step in and do
so, suggests the possibility that Peggy
Duff may yet have to be given a cabinet
seat with a special job of controlling
dissident elements, and making appeals |
that “the nation cannot afford unofficial
marches’. During the final rally in Tra
falgar Square several Labour MPs and
supporters expressed their shock and
humiliation at the Labour Government's
support for US policies in Vietnam, but
none of them, or the CND leadership
(including Olive Gibbs and Canon Col
lins), as much as mentioned ’ the fact
that for years they have been urging
campaigners to ignore the direct
actionists’ approach and concentrate on
getting the Labour Party back into office.
There is a traditional saying that ‘the
bosses’ crisis is the workers’ oppor
tunity’, and in the same way the crisis
in the nuclear disarmament movement,
and the disorientation among the vague
left and progressive currents of opinion,
present an opportunity for anarchist
ideas to make headway. However, just
as many crises of capitalism have slipped
by because not enough workers were
ready and concerned to exploit them for
socialism, it seems that anarchist views
will not just spread themselves, but need
to be argued and propagated as force
fully and as skilfully as we are able.
LABOUR’S LEFT—AGAIN !
On the second day of the march, sup
porters of The Week, a periodical which
seems to represent the non-Trotskyist
left in the Labour Party, were hard at
work with loud speaker vans, special
supplements and issues of their news
paper and a meeting in a pub, to argue
their policy of working inside the Labour
Party, passing resolutions from branch to
federation to constituency party and to
national conference, demanding that
Labour MPs and ministers should put
into effect the views of the rank and
file. It seems hardly likely that that
will produce any results. It is easy to
recall the rises and declines of lefts in
the Labour Party, from the Socialist
League of Stafford Cripps before the
war, to the Bevan- (and Wllson-)ites
with Tribune. It is also tempting to
remember a letter from Frank Allaun,
MP, to Peace News a couple of years
ago, during a correspondence between
political and non-political CND-ers, in
which he urged people to come back
into the Labour Party because of the
tremendous changes that Harold Wil
son’s leadership had made. However, if
successive generations boring within the
Labour Party have had no effect at all,
libertarians cannot afford to feel smugly
self-satisfied about it, because despite
the important influences that anarchist
thought has had on subjects like educa
tion and attitudes to sex. the effect of
anarchism on domestic, economic and
industrial questions, and on the range of
foreign policies that a government feels
-itself able to pursue, has been equally
negligible.

Anarchists
on the March
A UTHORITY WAS challenged in
the streets by the Anarchists
during the Easter March.
The March started quietly enough.
In' the front were the CND leaders
and their political support. Then
followed the flags and supporters
of the hundred flowers of the dissi
dent Left. Amongst them 20 or 30
Anarchists, marching under the Ox
ford banner. Then, as the March
wound its way through lovely lanes
and hostile villages, the Anarchist
contingent was beginning to get
somewhat bigger. At the end of the
lunch break there were 89 of us,
starting to march, out together.
However, behind the LAG banner,
there marched one person and a
black-and-white dog behind the two
people carrying it. It looked as if
Arthur Uloth’s ‘death wish’ has
finally proved correct, and we have
‘melted away’.
By the afternoon, the groups
began to arrive. Hayes and Middle
sex, Manchester, Merseyside, Bristol,
Glasgow, Ilford Libertarians, and
London and Bedford SWF. After
tea break, the arrival of more ex
perienced campaigners lifted the
London Anarchist Group out of its
lethargy. The second day was a
great improvement: On being told
by CND marshals^ to split into
regional groups, we replied that we
• have no marshals and we intend to
look after ourselves.] . On the road
to Ruislip occurred our first trial of
strength. A CND medical van was
told to turn off thffroad by the

While it is true that anarchist ideas
have not succeeded through not be
ing tried, whereas the parliamentary
approach has failed through being tried,
that merely leaves us with the problem
of getting anarchism' across to a large
enough section of the people for it to
be effective. Two features of the pro
paganda of ideas during the past few
years seem particularly disturbing in
this context. Firstly, for a very con
siderable number of young militants the
Communist Party and YCL are still the
most attractive organisations. When the
first Aldermaston March took place the
memory of the Russian tanks in Buda
pest was fresh in the minds of all politically-conscious people, and that, and
the so-called ‘revelations’ of the 20th
Party Congress, had caused a mass
exodus from the CP. The present wave
of youth haven’t known that personally
Nevertheless,. it does seem that the
blossoming of direct action through the
Trafalgar Square sit-downs, when the
Committee of 100 was for a short time police.. T h e volu^tcC .doctor-driver,
the most important movement of pro bloody-minded as they come, refused
test, has left a relatively small residue
of interest in libertarian as opposed to to turn to the right. He told the
policeman that his job was to look
authoritarian socialism.
ANARCHIST IDEAS NEEDED
Secondly, while the anarchist move
ment has succeeded in growing in nume
rical strength and colourfulness to the
extent that no report or even photo
graph of a mass demonstration can
ignore it, the clarity of ideas and vigour
with which they are propagated does
not seem to have grown in proportion.
The importance to a movement such as
ours of participation in a wider move
ment such as CND is clear, but it will
only produce good results if our partici
pation is handled thoughtfully. It pro
vides an opportunity for anarchists to
call attention to their existence, and in
this we have been successful. It gives a
chance for distributing general anarchist
literature and propaganda, and a number
of comrades did this during the march,
although it would have been more effec
tive if more had taken part. Most
important however is to show that the
anarchist attitude to nuclear disarma
ment is the most relevant and fruitful
one, in the context of the problems
with which people on the march were
concerned. Both freedom and anarchy
were full of good articles, and one can
feel confident that anyone who was
reached by them will have got a good
idea of what anarchism is about. The
same cannot be said, unfortunately, for
some of the group activities of anarchists
taking part in the actual march, which
seemed to be inspired by a misunder
standing of anarchism-

after the marchers and therefore he
had to stay on the route. It was a
fat lot of good to have first-aid
attention miles away from the
march. By this time, the Anarchist
column arrived on the scene and
rallied to the doctor’s aid. After
shouts of, ‘Let him through’, and
‘Police State’, and a wait of five
minutes, the police capitulated and
the car was allowed to go on. The
doctor, not an anarchist, later
thanked us and said, The decision
of the police would have disturbed
the medical service on the march,
the organisation of which was my
responsibility. It was fortunate that
the Anarchists were around at the
time.’

TREACHERY
CND marshals showed their grati
tude in a different way. This is what
happened according to The Times
(April 19, p. 6). When the march
‘reached the gates of the United
States Air Force base at Ruislip . .
the only sign of a disturbance came
when a group of anarchists tried to

ing the local bui is less relevant to
nuclear
disarmament
than
voting
LabourPEOPLE NOT POLITICIANS
Part of our case, and one which places
The most obvious case of this was a real barrier In the way of getting it
during the public assembly called by the across to well-meaning progressives, is
Committee of 100 at the entrance to that to aim for nuclear disarmament, or
Downing Street after die CND speeches. the end of a particular colonial war, is
It is an axiom of anarchism that direct meaningless in the context of a world of
ing appeals to politicians is a waste of slates and power politics. The only
time, and that social revolution will way anything can he achieved will be
only be achieved when the anarchist by replacing the destruclivenets of
message has been brought home to the governments and the futility of politics
workers and farmers, the people who do by a constructive approach based on
the vital work in society. Yet on Easter taking control of our lives as workers,
Monday there was the strange spectacle students, farmers, etc,, and organising
of anarchists urging a violent charge society by responsible co-opcration. We
against a police cordon in order to all despise the police, politicians and the
break through to the Prime Minister’s respectable unthinking opinions of tho
residence, while the people to whom mass of the people, and we urge com
their propaganda could have been ad rades to strike a real blow against them
dressed were drifting off home or listen by spreading the anarchist alternative,
ing to Duff & Co. If anything, having rather than wasting energy tilting at the
scuffles with the police for no purpose
windmills of Whitehall,
at all, and spreading out across a
P.H.
country road for the pleasure of block-

stop in front of the gates, but the hostile conditions. The crunch came
police, jorewarned by campaign opposite Westminster Abbey, where
officials, had already moved out into 500 police surrounded us completely,
the road, and a shove or two quickly linking hands and crushing inwards.
sent the demonstrators on their way’ Compare this with the Daily Tele
graph (April 20, front page): ‘As
(our italics).
This kind of treachery is again the crush increased several demon
emphasised, when The Times reporter strators used the staffs of their red
goes on to say, ‘more significant and black banners as battering rams,
than any demonstration was the sight and others were hurled against
of the campaign public relations parked cars’. This is inaccurate
officer chatting with his opposite (naturally, for the Telegraph). The
number from the USAF head banners are held with bamboo sticks,
quarters as they watched the very light. We were using our heads,
not our fists. It was the police trying
marchers pass’.
One would like to know on whose to provoke us into fighting. We did
side the CND was—the US Air not co-operate. One comrade’s arm
Force, the police, or the demonstra was reported broken, and a baby was
tors. They endangered 180 demon held up high by anxious hands in the
strators when they led them into a middle of the melee. Eyes averted,
trap of 250 policemen at Ruislip, other groups passing by did not pro
‘surely the perfect target for demon test. I managed to slip through and
appealed for solidarity. Solidarity!
strations’ according to The Times.
During the tea break at Ealing There was none from the Quakers,
Common, Olive Gibbs, chairman none from the Communist Party
of CND, was booed when she told a groups but it came at last, from a
YCND rally not to take part in the group of young CND boys, and
Downing Street demonstrations especially from Young Socialists who
organised by the Committee of One stopped at last and shouted, ‘Let
Hundred. CND also distributed a them through. Let them through’.
hurriedly-composed leaflet to every Thank you, those young people—
marcher clearly aimed at the Anar you have shown us there is hope in
chists and the Committee. (It was the world yet. You averted a most
succinctly answered the next day in a vicious attack by the police who
were only" anxious to provoke us
leaflet by the Committee.)
By this time our part.of the march into violence. Even some of the
had grown to 750 and at the anar younger Communists came to us
chist bookstall there was a brisk de afterwards and apologised to us for
mand for literature and an incredible the lack of solidarity on the part of
insistence on badges. When we tried their, or anybody’s, comrades.
to sell literature instead, one YCND
girl, her bosom bedecked by badges, TRAFALGAR SQUARE
looked at this paper and asked,
I shall never forget Wynford
‘F reedom ? What’s that?’ On the
last lap of the second day we spread Hicks, with his arms outstretched
across the road—some wit shouted like a man on a cross, begging the
to us, ‘Accidents cause people’. On people to help the anarchists, and
the last day our section was well over, how the stony-faced bureaucrats
a thousand. When we arrived at walked on.
When we finally got through, with
Kensington Gore, we again spread
right across the road in a solid mass. the help of these Young Socialists
Yet when I looked back there were and YCND boys, Whitehall was
still anarchist flags visible by the soon ringing to the cry of ‘Anarchy
kerb of the road some three hundred in—Governments out’. We linked
hands and marched towards Trafal
yards away.
At the meeting in Hyde Park we gar Square which was reached first
decided to ask for a speaker at by our comrades of the SWF. The
Trafalgar Square to represent liber police regrouped once more and
tarian opinion. Peter Cadogan agreed tried to stop us but our shouts of
to speak, but Peggy Duff, OM, Olive ‘Let them through’ were answered
Gibbs, OM, and Mrs. Anne Kerr, by the great crowd shout at Nelson’s
the police were de
MP, refused our request, even Column and
and gave up. There was
though Cadogan was only to give a moralised
a tremendous burst of cheering from
brief outline of what we would have the
spectators. The meeting at
said ourselves.
Trafalgar Square gave the speakers a
Now came the most difficult por very poor reception. There was
tion of the march: The whole of hardly any applause, not because
the available police force was allot the sentiments expressed were wrong,
ted to our section. This was done at but because the speakers were so
the request of CND, according to the evidently insincere. They included
police inspector, which is a pretty Lord Brockway, Sydney Silverman,
stupid way for a peace organisation MP, and Mrs. Kerr, MP, who talked
to behave. We assured Peggy Duff about her Christian conscience. As
that we also believed in non-violence the Guardian said (April 20, front
—this she queried. We can in fact page) ‘the gathering . . . came nearest
point out that throughout the three to discovering its soul when Peter
days’ demonstration whatever police O’Toole read a poem by Adrian
provocation there was. on the CND’s Mitchell with a retrain of “Tell me
insistence, only one man was arres lies about Vietnam” . . . art was
ted out of the anarchist contingent more moving than politics.’
(and he for quite a different reason),
No wonder a heckler shouted,
i.e. one person out of 1,500. It is a ’Why tell us—why don’t you tell
clear indication that if anyone was Wilson?’ It would be instructive to
using violence, it was not the anar receive further details from some of
chists. Otherwise one would be sure (hose who participated on the
that the police would have made March, also reports of provincial
hundreds of arrests.
press, TV coverage and reactions
from abroad. Lack of space for the
NO SOLIDARITY
moment precludes us with dealing
now
with the demonstration at
Progress was very slow from Hyde Downing,
Street; the Spies for Peace
Park as we were surrounded com leaflet; and other aspects of the
pletely by police. There were two March. To be continued . . . and I
large vans in front of us and two
large vans at the back of the anar mean this.
J ohn R ety .
chist column. Every time the back
was cut off. the front of the anar
P.S. Visit our comrades in Hyde
chists had to stop to wait until our
comrades caught up. The delay was Park who are holding a 10-day fast
unavoidable but we could not pos and continuous public meeting pro
sibly risk being separated under such testing about Vietnam.

Boot!

Refusing Rotes - 2
Last week, I described how I refused
part of my rates and was taken to court
in March, 1964. This week, I shall
describe what happened next.

NEW BOOKS
The Unnatural Enemy
Vance Bourjaily 25/Charles Darwin and His World
Julian Huxley & H.B.D. Kettlewell 25/The Makepeace Experiment
Abraham Tertz 18/Lawd Today
Richard Wright 21/The British General Election of 1964
David Butler and A. King 45/—
Oh What a Lovely War
Theatre Workshop 16/—
Voices of a Sommer Day
Irwin Shaw 16/—

OUR SECOND CASE
For some reason, although Ruth and I
have a joint lease, and although I had
given her all my possessions just before
my first court hearing, I was still the
ratepayer. In April, 1964, before our
first case was over, I got another rate
demand for the six months from April to
September, amounting to £29 10s. 4d. I
decided to see what happened if I made
the same trouble as before. I deducted
£3 3s. 2d.—2s. 2d. for Civil Defence and
£3 Is. for the Metropolitan Police—and
Ruth paid the rest.
The Council didn’t take any notice of
this change of payer, and this time they
REPRINTS AND CHEAP EDITIONS
didn’t bother to send a letter or a Final
Peacemaking 1919
Harold Nicolson 15/— Notice either. In August I got a sum
mons to attend the Hampstead Magis
German Social Democracy
Bertrand Russell 21/— trates’ Court on September 3. This time
At Fever Pitch
David Caute 3/6 I didn’t bother to try calling witnesses;
Comrade Jacob
David Caute 3/6 I wanted to see what happened if I
changed my technique. I prepared a very
The German Ideology
Marx & Engels 25/- long statement about why I didn’t want to
pay for the Hampstead Civil Defence
A Short History of the Labour Party
H. Pelting 21/— Corps and the Metropolitan Police. Un
Wordsworth
Herbert Read 8/6 fortunately, I didn't bother to write the
statement out, and I didn’t bother to tell
the press what I was doing either; I didn’t
SECOND-HAND
even bother to tell many friends or sym
Pagan Christs, J. M. Robertson 20/-;
Fear, Punishment, Anxiety, and the Wolfenden Report, Charles Berg 7/6; Mone
tary Reform, J. M. Keynes 7/6; Russia,
Today and Yesterday (1929), E. J. Dillon
8/6; Insulted and Exiled, Arnold Zweig
5/-; Call it Sleep, Henry Roth 4/-; A
Man Called White, Walter White 10/-;
Hie Responsibility of People, Dwight
MacDonald 10/-; The Master-Builders, pRESENT-DAY Community Centres
Peter Blake 15/-; The Lords of Creation,
are, even if not social enough for
F. L. Allen 7/6; Yama the Pit, Alexander the world-wide idealistic consciousness of
Kuprin 3/6; The Making of Federal the anarchist, small cells of anarchy in
India (1936), N. Gangulee 3/6; James practice. People in districts get together,
George Frazer, R. Angus Downie 3/6. rent a scouts’ hut, and proceed to create
some co-operative social work^—concerts
Postage extra on all orders under 20/- for the young and old, housey-housey
and whist-drives. To the anarchist these
pockets of co-operation say nothing. The
participants, after their evening of mutual
aid, go home and vote Labour or Tory.
But it remains, that in these groups true
(Open 2 pjn.—5.30 pjn. daily;
democracy exists. The people interested
10 a on.—1 pjn. Thursday*;
organise committees to thrash out the
10 a.m.—5 p.m. Saturdays).
details of the work entailed. No co
ercion—no rulers. This is, of course,
17a M A X W E L L ROAD
the same with other social groups, like
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN 373* the Tenants Associations, Working Mens’
Clubs, Parents' Associations, the IVS
branches and even Cycling Clubs. What
all these people do not understand is that
they could quite easily work in this man
ner for everything that concerns them in
the world outside. And of course nobody
can really blame them, after all, they
know nothing else—do they? The anar
chist can distribute the very best of propa
ganda, informing them of love, brother
SELECTIONS FROM ‘FREEDOM’
hood and co-operation, but only a few
Vol 2 1952: Postscript to Posterity
Vol 3 1953: Colonialism on Trial
individuals become aware of this fact.
Vol 4 1954: Living on a Volcano
Why?
Vol 5 1955: The Immoral Moralists
Here in Edinburgh we have been leaf
Vol 6 1956: Oil and Troubled Waters
letting
and selling F reedom for nearly a
Vol 7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Era
year
since
the formation of an active
Vol 8 1958: Socialism in a Wheelchair
group, and the outcome of all this work
Vol 9 1959: Print. Press & Public
and money has been a depletion of the
y/o\ 10 1960: The Tragedy of Africa
group. Speaking personally I have all
Vol 11 1961: The People in the Street
Vol 12 1962: Pilkington v. Beeching
but dropped the words of anarchist and
anarchism. Surely a ‘real’ anarchist has
Each volume: paper 7/6 cloth 10/6
The paper edition of the Selections is no label? We are anarchists in this
available to readers of FREEDOM
society and human beings in an anarchist
at 5/6 post free.
society! Can’t we possibly be human
beings in this present set-up? We don’t
£. MALATESTA
like Governments, yet by protesting as
Anarchy Paper !/•
anarchists against them surely we set
ourselves up on the same cloud with
PROUDHON
What is Property? cloth 42/them, even if unpolitical. If somebody
comes along and calls himself something,
ALEXANDER BERKMAN
somebody else will pop up with some
ABC of Anarchism paper 2/6
thing different. Two labels battling each
HERBERT READ
other, and what’s underneath? Surely
Poetry & Anarchism paper 2/6
you only have to look at the anarchists
themselves — individualist, syndicalists,
ALEX COMFORT
communists, Proudhonian Mutualisls and
Delinquency 6d.
etc. Is it the people underneath fighting
PAUL ELTZBACliER
each other, or their ideals and conse
Anarchism (Seven Exponents of the
quently their labels? If all anarchists
Anarchist Philosophy) cloth 21!•______
could drop their labels I think that we
RUDOLF ROCKER
could
speak to people more understand
Nationalism and Culture
ably. All this will be difficult to under
cloth 21/stand until you totally reject idealistic
CHARLES MARTIN
thoughts of the past and future. After
Towards a Free Society 2/6
all the past is dead and the future un
knowable. We live in this second, this
JOHN HEWETSON
iil-Health. Poverty and the State
cloth 2/6 paper I/-

pathisers. I assumed they would all be
interested anyway, which was a mistake.
At the hearing on September 3, the
Clerk of the Court was less offensive than
before. He began again by asking me if
there was any reason why a ‘distress war
rant’ shouldn’t be issued for bailiffs to
seize my possessions, and I began again
by telling him that I first had the right
to show why I hadn’t paid
my rates.
After this formal exchange of courtesies,
he not only began to obey the law but
even became quite pleasant. The Borough
Treasurer again gave evidence that I had
paid all my rates apart from the
£3 3s. 2d.; he didn't take the oath again,
until I complained—-apparently he had
already done so at the beginning of the
afternoon, when I wasn’t there, so I made
him take it again. When they have damn
silly rules, they should keep them. At
last the Clerk of the Court asked me
again why I hadn’t paid the £3 3s. 2d.,
and I told him that this time I wished to
make a statement of my reasons from the
witness box. He. asked me if I wished to
take the oath, but I chose to affirm; this
was all right, except that they couldn’t
find an affirmation form, until one of the
magistrates eventually got one out of her
handbag. I began my very long state
ment. I described the events in the bricks
case, concluding that I objected to help
ing the police to pay my friends compen
sation for framing them. I described the

probable fate of Hampstead in a nuclear
war, recalling that according to the Spies
for Peace the first bomb in Exercise Parapluie in summer 1962 had been a 10megaton bomb on north-west London.
At this point, just as I began to describe
the Civil Defence row in Hampstead, the
Clerk told me I had said enough. I told
him I hadn’t, and continued my statement.
Soon we were both talking at once, but
his patience soon gave o u t The only
policeman there grabbed me, so I sat
down in the witness box, and continued
from the floor. Three more policemen
came in from the Police Station next
door, and the four of them dragged me
out.
Outside the court, I joined the one
friend who had come, and found there
were no reporters to talk to. The Hamp
stead & Highgate Express wasn’t interes
ted this time, and I was too much fed up
to bother about trying to get other
publicity.
A few days later, the bailiff came
round again with a distress warrant to
seize my possessions. He apologised for
disturbing me again, commiserated with
my lack of publicity, read my memoran
dum of gift again, thanked me for my
trouble again, and left empty-handed
again. A few days after that I got a
summons to attend the Hampstead Magis
trates’ Court on October 8, to show
why a commitment warrant shouldn’t be
issued for me to be imprisoned. Just
before the hearing, I paid up again, and
that was the end of my second case.
N icolas W alter .

Next week: how to refuse rates, and our
third case.

FREEDOM PRESS
PUBLICATIONS

VpLKNl
Nineteen-Seventeen (The Russian
Revolution Betrayed) cloth 12/6
Hie Unknown Revolution
(Kronstadt 1921, Ukraine 1918-21)
doth 11/6____________________
K A. GUTKIND
The Expanding Environment
(illustrated) boards 8/6
GEORGE BARRETT
The First Person (Selections) 2/6

Eccentricity has always abounded
when and where strength of charac
ter has abounded; and the amount of
eccentricity in a society has been
proportional to the amount of genius,
mental vigour, and moral courage it
contained. That so few now dare to
be eccentric, marks the chief danger
of the time.
J ohn Stuart M ill .

Co-ordinating Secretary: Frank Hi ribfield, 4 Albert St., London, N.W.l.

Lon do n A n a rc h is t G rou p
"Lamb and Flag’’, Rose Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2 (near Garrick and King
Streets: Leicester Square tube), 7.45 p.m.
All welcome
SUNDAYS
APR 25 Philip Sansom
The Messianic Mission of the Working
Class.
HYDE PARK MEETINGS
As from April 25 (Sunday), 3 p.m.
NOTTING HILL A N A R C H I S T
GROUP. Secretary N.H.A.G., Flat 3,
5 Colville H o u s e , London, W.ll.
Meetings 2nd and 4th Thursday of each
month at above address.

R E G IO N A L F E D E R A T IO N S
AND GROUPS
BIRMINGHAM ANARCHIST GROUT.
Details of meetings from Peter Neville,
12 South Grove, Erdington, B’ham, 23.
BRISTOL FEDERATION.
Regular
fortnightly meetings. Details from Ian
Vine, 3 Freeland Place. Hotwell, Bristol,
8.
CAMBRIDGE ANARCHIST GROUP.
Contact V. Madge, Newnham College.
DUNDEE GROUP. Contact M i k e
Mallet, 20 South George Street, Dundee.
Meetings Saturdays 2.30 p.m.
EDINBURGH ANARCHIST GROUP.
Correspondence Secretary: D o u g l a s
Truman, 13 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh, 3. Meetings every alternate
Monday at above 7.30 p.m.
GLASGOW ANARCHIST GROUP.
Correspondence: Joe Embleton, top Left,
11 Baliol Street, Glasgow.
Meetings at Horseshoe Bar, Drury Street,
Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
MANCHESTER GROUP. Fortnightly
meetings held. For information contact
Alan Barlow, 25a Duffield Road, Irlam
o’ the Heights, Salford, 6.
MERSEYSIDE
FEDERATION.
Enquiries: Vincent Johnson's, 43 Millbank, Liverpool 13.
ORPINGTON ANARCHIST GROUP.
Knockholt, Nr. Sevenoaks, Kent. Every

flower itself? F reedom instead of being
an anarchist weekly could be a plain
Co-operative or Community weekly. The
groups could be anarchistic Community
Centres covering all the aspects of a free
society—from workers control to free
education. The Federations could be
minute. This is the only truth. The past come Co-op Federations, and the AFB
that has gone isn’t, the future that is the CFB. Protests and marches would
coming isn’t. Mustn’t we accept every still go on, but it will be human beings
minute as it comes, then reject it. But against .‘the whole set-up. One would
of course we don’t, we cling to the past hope that this would say a lot to a vast
and the future. >Even the very best of number of people, and that they will
ideals will never create anything.
realise that in fact they are themselves
Everybody on this earth has one thing human beings and not some label stuck
in common—they are all human beings. on them from the past. It has been sug
The anarchist is an offshoot (the best) gested to me that all this would be
with all the others. If the present covering up the fact that we are indeed
groups, Federations and the AFB could anarchists—but far from it, surely we are
somehow drop
—from this false
not -hiding anything—we are totally .dish six— w eeks at— Greenways, K nockholL
cloud I think thara.lot more good work oarding ourselves from what is dead.
Phone: Knockholt 2316. Brian and
could be done, ^Lnarchism, as it is an
Does any of this appeal to any Maureen Richardson.
ideal of the past for the future, should be anarchists? Can anybody reply and OXFORD ANARCHIST GROUP. Con
dropped, but all its basic ingredients up shoot what I say down in flames? Can tact H. G. Mellor, Merton College,
held and practised. Anarchism, by its we start discussing the present as it is? Oxford.
own name, is a sect of individuals, Must we continually live in the past and SOUTH WALES. Irregular meetings
whereas its essence is far from it. What the future, leaving the present to rot?
held. Enquire Peter H. Morgan, 15
is most important—the daffodil or the
D ouglas T ruman.
Pursefield Place, Roath, Cardiff.
SURREY ANARCHISTS are invited to
meetings on the first Thursday of every
month at Chris Torrance’s (63 North
Street, Carshalton, Surrey—please ring
three times) and on the 3rd Thursday of
every month at M. Dykes, 8 Court Drive,
Sutton, Surrey. Both meetings 7.30 pjn.
| LABOUR MINISTER involved in the Ward Case will be made by female
I the problems of Immigration has Immigrants.
PROPOSED GROUPS
made the statement that Immigrants
4. Immigrants will be taken to the EDGWARE-ELSTREE and District.
must learn to conform to British stan House of Commons to hear a debate in Planning discussion meetings and activi
dards before they can be accepted into which British standards of debate are to ties. Contact Colin Seal, 8 Oakwood
the community. With this comment in be found. The Immigrants’ children are Drive, Edgware or Anthony Frewin, 31
mind the progressive element in the not to be allowed to attend the debate. Burghley Avenue, Boreham Wood.
Labour movement is herewith provided Also a typical demonstration of the THANET. For information contact
with an educational programme devised British love of freedom will be shown by Peter Davey, 14 Fitzmary Avenue, West
to inform the Immigrants in a short attendance at a Committee of 100 sit- brook, Margate, Kent.
course as to the nature of the standards down. The love of free speech in the NOTTINGHAM.
Anyone interested
to which they are supposed to conform.
British Press will be underlined by the contact Peter Bowden, Flat 2, 11 Rec
1.
A lecture on British hpyocrisy willhistory of the way in which the Press tory Road, West Bridgford, Nottingham.
start the course off in the right way. dealt with the story about the Regional SOUTH BEDS., NORTH HERTS.,
Statistics will be produced to show the Seats of Government.
HITCHIN, LETCHWORTH, BIGGLES
investment Britain has in South Africa,
5. At a final session Immigrants will be WADE, BEDFORD. Anyone interested
the profits accumulating from this invest shown around the Germ Warfare Estab forming a group contact Peter and
ment will be made known. Then choice lishment at Porton. It is thought that Maureen Ford, 102 Stotfold Road,
phrases of leading figures will be enuncia this measure should help to solve the Arlesey, Beds.
ted deploring the inhumanity and evil Immigrant Problem.
NORTH-WEST ESSEX. Close to W.
of apartheid. It js thought likely that
J.W,
Suffolk, S.E. Cambs. and N.E. Herts.
Immigrants will benefit from conforming
Contact Robert Barltrop, The Old
to British standards of hypocrisy should
■ LETTER Vicarage, Radwinter, near Saffron
they have the capital handy for invest
Walden.
Dear Editor,
ment in South Africa.
HULL & YORKSHIRE (East Riding).
2.
British violence will be investigated Reg Wright makes the point that a Anyone interested in forming anarchist
so that Immigrants fully understand the newspaper seller likes his job. This is group contact R. A. Baker, 6 The Oval,
standard of behaviour they are likely to certainly true. I am also told that a Chestnut Avenue, Willerby, E. Yorks.
find in their stay in the country that is prisoner grows to like his chains. This
Phone: Hull 58543.
proudly leading the multi-racial Com kind of argument has been used, cease
monwealth. Special study will be given lessly and to good advantage, by the ad
to the British violence in Kenya when herents of reaction. ‘The labourer enjoys 0 F F - 0 E H T R E LO N D O N
dealing with the Mau Mau; it is thought his job; soldiers enjoy fighting; the poor
that the Hola massacre will convince the really enjoy living in hovels. The soldier M G O U S S IG N M E E T IN G S
Immigrant that we Christian and civilized feels he belongs. Take away his career 3rd Wednesday of each month at Jack
Britons love our neighbours. The bomb and you will destroy his security, his Robinson and Mary Canipa’s, 21 Rumbold Rd., S.W.6 (off King’s Rd.), 8 p.m.
ing of Dresden will also be given atten happiness. Defend the status quo!’
Last
Thursday in month: At George
While
I
believe
that
basically
R.W.’s
tion, and the plight of those innocent
men, women and children who were idea of satisfying work is correct, it does Hayes’, 174 McLeod Road, S.E.2.
purposely roasted alive by the Royal present certain difficulties such as who 2nd Friday at Brian Leslie’s, 242 AmesAir Force, will be considered in relation provides the opportunities for creative bury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham Hill,
Nr. Station).
to the struggle for freedom and democ activity. Today the urge to excitement 3rd
Friday of each month at 8 p.m. at
and
self-expression
often
leads
to
vio
racy which was the true meaning of
Donald & Irene Rooum’s, 148a Fellowa
lence,
e.g.,
the
mod-rocker
battles.
Why
World War II.
Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
3.
Women Immigrants will be given a is R.W. so sure that this won't happen in Road,
3rd Saturday of each month at Sid and
his
future
society?
People
have
done
special course in frigidity by an average
Pat Parker's, 2 Orsett Terrace (off Glou
British housewife. A symbolic drawing these things for generations because they cester Terrace), Paddington, W.2, 8 p.m.
of an oven being placed in a fridge is are exciting and expressive.
(Please ring second bell from top.)
being designed by the Birmingham Col Watford, Herts.
I
an R oxdorouoh.
lege of Technology. A special study of
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Is the World
hihabiled ?

USA gfitS Proper Charlie’ children ’s newspaper is to cease
publication but according to Combat
(the British National Party newspaper),
the Sunderland Echo published a letter
from a Mr. James Davidson of Hetton
in County Durham
which he said he
had seen in an English language Pakistani
newspaper an item reading, ‘Coloured
immigrants. Vote Labour. Wilson will
be forced to increase the flow of coloured
immigrants. Already bur people have
positions in the county councils, the
Civil Service, and hi education and
university work service^ An all-coloured
political party has beenlformed ready for
the day of take-over. Coloured people,
you have nothing to lose except your
chains. You will rule the world. Drive
out the English from ^Britain—their last
colony. You are the n^vv coloured rulers.’
Democratic (East) German Report re
ports that ‘The West German Bundeswehr
is contemplating the formation of special
units trained in fighting in tropical
countries, according to reports from
Bonn. In mid-March General Ulrich de
Maiziere, Inspector of .vthe West German
ground forces, visited the training centre
for US “Special Forces” at Fort Bragg,
to study the methods] used there. The
semi-official West German news agency
DPA noted that training at Fort Bragg
is mainly for tropical climes “such as
Vietnam”.’ The first issue of the Chil
dren's Newspaper was on March 22,
1919. . . |

T he

Democratic German Report

reversed a 1957 decision which banned
Fanny Hill as pornography. . . .

to blow up a hotel full of US servicemen
was executed by a firing squad at a
football stadium at Da Nang. Accord
ing to the Evening Standard his execution
was postponed several times as he began
revealing the names of other Vietcong
agents. As a result of his information
more than 150 suspected terrorists were
arrested. . . .

A Paris court rejected the demand by
Picasso that the French edition of Life
With Picasso by his former companion,
Fran?oise Gilot, be seized. The judg
ment concluded ‘If a too bright and
sometimes deforming light projected on
he new postmaster-general cost of a machine of any complexity
his person can*be unbearable to an aver
has announced an inevitable increase means that (under capitalism) production
age man, such treatment is more bearable J ean - paul sartre cancelled a lecture
in postage and the employment of an of quantities of goods must continue in
for an artist of renown who has never trip to the US protesting against ‘the
efficiency expert to advise on how to im order that the capital cost may be
fled publicly and whose physical image, if politics of violence practised in Vietnam
prove postal services. As a preliminary covered; not to mention interest rates.
not his moral on^, is offered without reti by the US Government with the approval
step to this, we are told that we will be This also seems to present difficulties
cence to the eyes of the public’. Cardinal of the majority of the American people*.
issued with zone numbers and—as a in changing the product or re-tooling.
Heenan speaking at Foyle’s Literary He said he saw the danger of the war’s
final thrust of the dagger—we are in Inevitably this means favouring the
Luncheon to mark the publication of extension as ‘great’ and added, ‘I would
formed that we must use standard-sized larger business combines who can afford
Pope John’s Journal of a Soul said that not want to find myself in New York
envelopes or else face postal delays and / the expensive plant, hence this is another
after the funeral of Pope Pius the XII the day they are bombing Hanoi*. . . .
or higher charges. This in itself is really step on the road to monopoly. Quite
they were looking for a successor but T he Sunday express Saigon correspon
no great hardship and perhaps could be often in some fields the State is the only
the College of Cardinals had dwindled dent writes that ‘the war, despite its
passed over as one more example of organization w ith . the resources (or
and it was difficult. Cardinal Heenan horrors has a cheerful side. It reminded
bureaucracy at work, were it not for the interest) to finance research and develop
said, ‘When my eye rested on a very fat me of the film version of The Wizard of
fact that it is one more piece of evidence ment. Examples erf this are spaceold gentleman named Cardinal Roncalli, Oz. The Americans wide-eyed and
to dismiss the theory that the world is exploration, medicine, nuclear fission—all
it did not rest long. It was clear to me earnest play Judy Garland’s role’. (Some
of these have military or para-military
run for, and by, human beings.
that the Church was not so hard up that where over the rainbow?) ‘The Vietna
These envelopes and zone numbers are applications.
we would have to select Cardinal Ron mese, diminutive and giggling, are the
The bait of ‘creative leisure* has been
all required for the convenience of
calli. . . . But in due course he became little fairy people.’ . . . ‘The most popular
machine-sorting which, we are told, will the one thing that reconciled the ILP, the
Pope John XXQI, and soon afterwards aid is medical.’ An American Army
expedite our letters and lighten the work- syndicalists and the IWW to the machine.
I was received in private audience. . . . medical aide ‘had 700 cases on his first
burden of the postman or reduce the It can easily be seen that unemployment
At their first interview after the election day, most tuberculosis and scabies.’ . . .
number of postmen employed. This is a is only machine created leisure without
Pope John had said: “Why on earth did ‘In one village the American adviser,
familiar ploy which has led us to the ac pay. As the lady said, *Unemployment
God choose me to be the Pope?” ’ Car Lieutenant Alan Short, prints anti-Vietceptance of adulterated food; towns con wouldn’t be so bad if you didn’t have a
dinal Heenan said he thought ‘Heavens, cong slogans on peanut packets. Three
structed of filing cabinets and little boxes depression at the same time’.
this man’s a clairvoyant’. Cardinal Hee miles from Lt. Short’s village, the Viet
But there is perceptibly more leisure
connected by concrete ribbons and mean
nan said that the first 200 pages of the cong offer a rival attraction, a model
today, and there could be more but for
ingless jobs.
diary were among the most monotonous village of their own. It has a school, a
Foodstuffs are adulterated and pre- the question of city-living, overtime and
which it had ever been his misfortune to rudimentary hospital, and light industries.
packaged so that they can be marketed wives working; nevertheless the impres H eadlined ‘USA GJETS PROPER look at. j- . .
Relations between the two establishments
efficiently. The whole basis for the pro sion -is created of a leisure filled with CHARLIE’ Democratic German Report
are close. Despite all the Americans can
duction of commodities is their marketa trivialities and mechanistic amusements. says that a definitivp|50-volume edition T he daily mail reports that Catholic do, the Government villagers sell Ameri
bility. When an article can be made Leisure seems to be filled by mass- of the works of Marx and Engels is and Protestant chaplains have ‘brought’ can cement to build thfc Vietcong village.
more shoddily or its lifetime shortened, produced amusements for a mass-society approaching completion in East Berlin. a little holiness to the scene’ in Vietnam It speeds down the river, two or three
its marketability has been increased. Be —the telly, the block-buster film, the best 30,000 copies of eaci^volume of this with extra Easter services ‘among the bags at a time, in motor-powered sam
cause the foodstuffs we consume are con seller and the mass conducted Continental ‘expensive’ work have] been printed and hillside gun positions and foxholes in pans. After 15 years of war, eight years
sumed so far away in time and space tour. A substantial minority fight the sold; 600 copies of eaan volume are ex the valleys’. They show pictures of of Viecong intimidation they (the people)
from where they are produced, they must mass media but as culture becomes more ported to Japan, and] 50 copies to the a priest giving absolution (apparently in will support whichever side looks the
be adulterated, processed, preserved and commercialized and orientated to the United States, where they will be avail English) saying ‘I absolve thee . . . *. stronger. But what they hate is being
market-place, the appeal must be to the able in the main libraries. South African Later, the Mail reports Marine Comman fought over.’
packaged.
We are herded into cities, constructed lowest common denominator.
authorities have held for consideration by ders as saying ‘The South Vietnamese
J on Q uixote .
on these sites apparently because fossi
The minor irritants of life such as the the Publications Control Board 13 Pen must fight for themselves, even if we
lized deposits of coal and iron were once post-office and their zones and standard guins editions including The Light and stand behind them with guns and shoot
found in these spots, or water power was envelopes are among a myriad of such the Dark by C. P. Snow, it is thought those who turn back. . . . We don’t want
available, or the limited transport routes ' prickings to which the flesh is heir. In possible that the cerisOrovhave taken ob to be here forever. They must look after
for pack-horses crossed here. Then for these days of standardized accountancy, jection to the title as they did with Black themselves once we have won the war.*
convenience of essential services more addressographs and IBM, the individual Beauty. In Denmarkj the supreme court Le Dua, a Vietcong terrorist who tried
and more of us were herded into little is being more and more regarded as a
Libertarian Kibbutz. Student looking for
boxes overlorded by filing cabinets almost punch card which will respond to stimu
one of these to work at in the
reaching to the sky.
lus to get back into (or out of) its slot.
Summer. If anyone can recommend
Accounts have ceased to-be explicable
A gain fo r the convenience o f the c ity
one, either agricultural or industrial,
the great motorways are constructed upon except to the expert, small accounts are
please tell George Matthews, c/o
which manpower is vomited forth upon discouraged, as the cost of ‘processing*
University Union, Park Place, Edin
the city centres and regurgitated back to one or a hundred items is basically the
burgh 8.
the dormitories at night. The motor same, cash payments are frowned upon Harlem, U.S.A. Seven Seas Books. 5s. Americans- and black Americans are
ways, it is said, are for the convenience as they complicate accounts, on the larger rPH IS IS AN AN'mOLOGY, complete much alike. The whites are not Euro Accommodation wanted. Two mothers,
of the motorist getting to the city but magazines changes of address take one
two babies, and one five year old
with footnptes and a map, describ peans, though they may orginally have
when he gets there his motor is not re month for processing. On the whole, ing life in Harleni, ftie Negro ghetto of come from Europe, nor are the blacks
seek accommodation. Together or
quired. Our working day is shorter, it minority interests and minor transactions New York. There- is^a piece by James Africans. Nostalgia affects both groups,
separately or exchange services.
is said, but our travelling time is longer are not encouraged because the vast Baldwin, and a coupfe about him. There producing tourism in the first and
Anything, anywhere considered. Box
and is not paid for by the boss in whose apparat must move into motion regard are sections devoted Lto the history of nationalism in the second.
9.
less of the size of the deal, and small the area, its customs; its economy, its
service it is spent.
Frederick Douglass, the Negro aboli Post-Nuclear Food Store. Saturday,
We live in hourly expectation of the deals are economic since to press a art, its politics. There are also many tionist spokesman, put it well (in 1849!):
May 8. March at 3 o’clock from
promised miracle that the machine will button takes a measured portion of a illustrations, photographs and cartoons.
‘It iis idle—worse than idle, ever to
Station Road, Boreham Wood/
reduce our hours of work and be our machine operator’s highly-paid labour
At the beginning :bf the century Har think of our expatriation, or removal.. . .
Elstree to Store. Meeting at the
servant and make our lives full of crea and the humblest waste-paper basket lem was an expensive area for the well- We are here, and here we are likely to
Store ‘Let Us Get the Food Out to
tive leisure. This, to date, has never hap is occupying valuable ground rented- to-do. But speculative builders, imagin be. To imagine that we shall ever be
Store ‘Let Us Gt the Food Out to
pened. Some sabotage must be taking space.
ing that this prosperity was to continue eradicated is absurd and ridiculous. We
the People Who Need It*. Anthony
place.
The whole concept of the automotive indefinitely, continued to put up more can be remodified, changed, and assimil
Frewin, 31 Burghley Avenue, BoreNot only does the working-day society is a concept of a generalized and more houses until the market was ated, but never extinguished. We re
ham Wood or phone Greg Williams,
lengthen with the size of cities and size good. It will be recalled that William glutted. They then >found themselves peat, therefore, that we are here; and
EDG 0743.
of traffic jams, but overtime seems to Blake said, Tie who would do good to with property on their hands, and the that this is our country; and the question
be necessary to meet the increased cost another must do it in Minute Particulars; only people who would be prepared to for the philosophers and statesmen of Accommodation—London. Anarchist 18,
seeks cheap accommodation with
(and scale) of living. For example many General Good is the plea of the scoun occupy it at the high rents demanded the land ought to be, ‘what principles
others.
West London preferred. Con
working wives work to meet payments drel, hypocrite and flatterer, for Art and were Negroes, who were glad to get in should dictate the policy of action to
tact A.M., 28 Sun Street, Haworth,
on labour-saving devices for the home.
Science cannot exist but in minutely anywhere. As the Negroes came into wards us?* We shall neither die out, nor
Keighley, Yorks.
Far from being the servant of man, the organized particulars and not in general the district the whites moved away.
be driven out; but shall go with these
machine often dictates to man. Apart izing Demonstrations of the Rational
Work
Wanted. Student librarian wants
people,
either
as
a
testimony
against
In the early years?the inhabitants were
from that centralized tyranny of the Power*. ‘Luddites of the world unite, comfortably situated,: but as time went them, or as evidence in their favour
profitable work from April 12 to
clock and the adjustment of our lives to you have nothing to lose but your zone on more and more fJegroes came in, and throughout their generations. . . . The
24 in London area. Write Jim
fit the requirements of the machine, we number, you have your own preference overcrowding began. ’The properties be white man’s happiness cannot be pur
Burkitt, 87 Shepherds Lane, Leeds, 7.
have several problems undreamed of by in envelopes to gain.*
came more and more neglected, and what chased by the black man’s misery. . . . London Accommodation. Couple and
our machine-utopians. The sheer capital
J.R.
son (two years) seek 2/3 unfurnished
had been an upper. middle class’ resi It is evident that white and black must
fall or flourish together.’
rooms, North London. Box 8.
dential area became a slum.
A.W.U.
It is not even controlled by its inhabi
Pen Pal Wanted. Sixteen-year-old male
SELLERS WANTED FOR ANARCHIST LITERATURE
tants. Landlords, police and shopkeepers
anarchist wants young pen-pal active
are all whites, or very nearly, Few
in ban-the-bomb movement. Reed
Support Open-air Meetings, Hyde Park on any Sunday
whites live in Harlem however. Those
Shetler, 320 Smith Avenue, Morgan
that do are mainly the sort of rebellious
town, West Virginia 26505, USA.
and independent types whom one would
Books
in French. Several hundred French
expect to find there, j. Landlords are often
MAKE SURE OF YOUR ANARCHIST JOURNALS BY SUBSCRIBING I absentees.
books, partly paperbacks, Maupas
Shopkeepers close up and go FINANCIAL STATEMENT
sant, Zola, Anatole France, etc.
home to some other part of the city in
WEEK 15, APRIL 17, 1965:
Also a large number of excellent text
the evening.
w eekly
m o nthly
Expenses: 15 weeks at £70
£1050
books. What offers? Please write
Despite this, the impression that one Income: Sales and Subs.:
Price 4d. Every Saturday except the first
£1038
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to Pax House, 17 Melville Road,.
gets from reading this book is that white
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Hove, 2.
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Don’ t Bock
the B o o l!
GOVERNM ENT M I N I S T E R S
^ are rather alarmed at the pending
wage increases. The Postmaster
General has attempted to justify the
very recent postmen’s award. It is
understood that Jim Callaghan is
satisfied but other Ministers are not
convinced that the award is within
the ‘guiding light’ of 3-3£%. Rank
and file postmen are not satisfied
either, they consider they are still
10% behind wages in comparable
jobs in other industries. Ron Smith
UPW Gen. Secretary may be due
for a skirmish at the UPW Annual
Conference next month.
Tony
Wedgwood Benn might have baffled
Ron Smith and Jim Callaghan with
science, but Joe Soap pounding the
streets each day is not so easily
deceived.
Fifty thousand engineering clerks
are not in the mood for conjuring
tricks, they want an all round increase
of 15/- for all members. Negotia
tions at national level are finished
unless the employers make the ap
proach. ‘Direct Action’ in various
forms will be considered in terms of
individual companies, the only rub

being that such plans of action must
be submitted to the EC for their
approval. The employers have of
fered the old three year trick but the
clerks are not standing for that one.
At long last the so-called ‘White
Collar’ workers are having a go, and
it is up to the production workers in
each firm to give their active support,
not just pass resolutions of solidarity,
waste paper baskets are more than
full already.
Also arising from the Clerical
Workers’ Conference came the dis
turbing news that the Iron and Steel
Trades’ Confederation have pres
surized the management at Stewarts
Lloyds Newport office into prevent
ing the CAWU from securing nego
tiating rights. According to CAWU
President, David Currie, the IS
Trades’ Confederation have threat
ened to stop work if negotiating
rights are granted. Rank and file steel
men should tell the Confed to ‘get to
hell’, the rank and file are the people
who decide whether to withdraw
their labour or not. It would cer
tainly shake the Confed if it called
for a stoppage on this issue and the

Gunter on the Warpath
QJINCE THE LABOUR Party came to
^ power we have heard and read many
speeches urging industry to export more.
Mr. Brown’s incomes policy is part of
the scheme of things to keep wages down
so. that ‘our’ goods are more competitive
in the world markets.
It is ironical that Mr. Ray Gunter,
Minister of Labour, should bring mat
ters of economy into his speech, when
addressing the annual conference of the
Co-operative Party at Blackpool. He is
concerned that the number of unofficial
strikes is causing loss in output, ‘valuable
exports are delayed to the annoyance of
the foreign Customer. But perhaps even
worse is the standards of conduct that
are sometimes displayed. After all, col
lective bargaining in a free society must
depend upon the honouring of the
pledged word’.
The thing is, a ‘pledged word’ can only
be of value between equals. One could
say that it is made between the unions
and managements, but the agreements
concern a third party which is the men
on the shop floor. The only power they
have to alter anything that goes against
their interests is strike action.

URGENCY IS LOST
Mr. Gunter says ‘in far too many cases,
agreements are broken with impunity,
lines of procedure commonly agreed are
overthrown at a moment’s notice’. Since
it only serves the interests of the manage
ment to go through the long drawn-out
procedure laid down in. the joint agree
ments, Tt is no wonder that they are
broken. When procedure is followed,
the urgency of the thing is lost. People
soon forget and some other dispute crops
up and the first dispute, which might
have been won if immediate action had
been taken, is lost.
The Minister, in his speech, is clever
enough not to put all the blame on the
workers, saving a little for managements
whose attitudes often ‘irritate men some
times beyond endurance’. But we must
not let this upset us, a ‘higher standard
of discipline and conduct’ is what is
‘required from our people*.
Very nice of Mr. Gunter, I ’m sure!
Grin and bear it! It will all be worked
out in procedure, just let your union
carry on and decide what is best for you.
Meanwhile, keep working.
P.T.

LETTER

ANARCHIST WORKERS’ CONTROL
Dear Brothers,
Our Federation is dismayed that after
so long a history of anarchism and its
opposition to authoritarianism (whether
Marxist or otherwise) letters such as
that of Peter Cadogan (27/3/65) should
be thought relevant.
That ‘worker control’ or AnarchoSyndicalism could be oonfounded with
‘control’ in an authoritarian sense shows
a complete ignorance of social develop
ment and, indeed, of sociology itself.
In this latter field Marx the social
scientist made outstanding contributions.
His analysis of society was not merely
original but it revolutionised social
thought itself. If anarchists such as
Bakunin quarrelled with him it was not
on the basis of his diagnosis but, rather, in
respect of his remedy, viz. political and
worker-government action. In this con
text worker-control, of course, means
individual freedom in a society where
men must work together, where all indi
viduals share in the control of their lives
while recognising that mutual dependence
is best defined as mutual aid on the basis
of personal liberty, material equality and
social fraternity.
Far from-it being high time for liber
tarians to transcend their ‘Marxist hang
overs’, it is 100 years overdue for the
Peter Cadogans to stop believing in the
‘you never had it so good’ capitalism of
an outdated system of society and to
realise that the real choice today is
between a society where the State and
the Government are the determiners of
our lives on the one hand or whether

people can by mutual agreements, in a
society from which material inequality
is removed, determine their own lives.
No anarchist champions Marx but
Peter Cadogan finds it necessary to adopt
Marx as his straw man. Paradoxically,
while no anarchist would have the
slightest difficulty in demolishing Marx
as far as Marx claims to have the reme
dies to a situation which all admit he
defined admirably, poor Peter Cadogan
finds even his straw man too substantial
to knock down. He produces no diag
nosis of society, less still does he attempt
remedies. If such ineffectual outpourings
still carry any weight, then your articles
on Anarcho-Syndicalism were never more
justified. And if Peter Cadogan took
the trouble of reading Malatesta and
Berkman as a prelude to Bakunin and
Kropotkin he might divert his talents
into fruitful fields.
As an information item I would add
that the New Zealand Federation of
Anarchists is now established. The two
main groups are the Victoria University
of Wellington Anarchist Association and
the Aupkland Anarchist Group. I might
state that overseas anarchists are always
welcome here. In Auckland our home
address is 69 .Clarence Street, Ponsonby,
where room is always held for visitors.
So far only comrades from Australia and
other parts of New Zealand have availed
of this open house.
Auckland, New Zealand
W. G. L angford.
(Co-ordinating Secretary
N.Z. Federation of Anarchists.)

steelmen replied ‘g®* noftec^ - , ,
The Engineering Employers don t
wish to rock George ®ro^ ?AsJ^Pat;
they have just offered DA TA a
3-3J% increase. They wish to keep
in line with the Government’s In
comes and Prices Policy. 'Diis patri
otism ‘cuts you to the quick’. But
comrades in the immortal words of
George Brown ‘My people will un
derstand’. Sorry George mate mem
bers of DATA do not understand
and have no intention of understand
ing a wage freeze. They are banning
overtime and stopping work on April
27. Anyway Mr. Brown, the em
ployers respect your patriotic
motives.
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EXHIBITION WORKERS ON THEIR OWN
DISPUTE in the exhibition inT^HE
• dustry, now in its fourth week, has
entered a new stage. From the start the
overtime ban has been used, not only to
try to get an hourly rate of 10s. for
craftsmen and 9s. 6d. for labourers but
also to show dissatisfaction with the
union-employers' agreement which only
gave workers an extra 6d. per hour, and
brought the alignment of unions and
management out into the open.
Because the ban is holding up the
opening of the large engineering exhibi
tion at Olympia and Earls Court, em
ployers have sacked stewards in an effort
to break their rank and file organisation
and force the men to return to ‘normal
working’. This has happened at the firm
of City Display to the carpenters' stew
ards, who are members of the Amal
gamated Society of Woodworkers. The
first thing the men did here was to get in
touch with their union, but they drew
a blank for the union did not want to
know, so the men decided to withdraw
their labour. Soon after this the union
officials put in an appearance, not at the
request of the members, but at that of
the management.
CHANGE OF LEADERSHIP
We, not only as rank and file members

of unions but also as Anarcho-Syndica
lists, are often told that we have to work
for a change of union leadership. This
has just happened in the ASW. Recently
elections were held for a new London
District Secretary, two of the district or
ganisers being nominated for the posi
tion. One was Jack Rusca, a member
of the Communist Party and the other,
Jack Jones of the Labour Party.
After some argy-bargy over election
addresses, in which a minor rule was
broken by Rusca, he was finally elected.
A great victory for the ‘Left’ you might
think, but the workers at City Display
soon had this illusion shattered for when
they asked Mr. Rusca what he was go
ing to do about the victimisation of the
stewards he told them to get back to ‘nor
mal working’, which includes the work
ing of overtime.
The Communists often create the im
pression that their Party leads in the
struggle for higher wages and better con
ditions, but here we have a case of a CP
member gaining power as head of the
London District, but still carrying on the
policies of his predecessor. Obviously
now that he has obtained power, he has
become part of the constitutional struc
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ture of the union. As such, he and the
union are a party to agreements with the
employers and part of the Joint Council
agreement is that a reasonable amount
of overtime shall be worked if necessary.
When the exhibition workers started
a ban on overtime they put themselves
outside the agreements and the constitu
tion. If he has assisted the men in dis
pute, Rusca would have broken the con
stitution and been at odds with the exe
cutive council, so to expect support from
him and the union is a complete waste
of time.
The position at the time of writing is
that although the workers at City Dis
play can elect new stewards, the manage
ment will not recognise them for they
have broken the agreement. But the
thing is, and this is where the exhibition
workers are in a strong position, that as
long as they can keep the ban on over
time going (the men at City Display are
now back on this tactic) they are hurting
the employers. Sooner or later an offer
will have to be made by the employers
to the men in dispute, who are the ones
really affected by agreements, instead of
doing a deal with the union bureaucracy.
P.T.
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DEFENCE OF THE REVOLUTION
A NARCHO-SYNDICALISTS do not make a virtue of
necessity, and they recognise that the means are governed
by the ends in view. With this in mind, we have to consider
now the Anarcho-Syndicalist attitude to violence, for the
argument is often put'forward that Anarchists and Syndicalists
must be pacifists, since it is inconsistent to denounce the State
for its violence if you are prepared to resort to violence
yourself.
Now, no reasonable person believes that the use of force
solves any argument, and Anarchists do not ‘believe in’
violence, any more than the society they want to see is one
where everybody rushes around killing because there is no
longer a police force to restrain them. We denounce the
State because it organises violence, makes permanent insti
tutions of its violent organisations and forces its citizens to
be violent at its command.
We do not advocate violence as something we approve of
for its own sake, but we do claim the right to resist violence
by anybody else. Even in a Court of Law, the plea of ‘Self
Defence’ is recognised as a valid defence against charges of
murder or manslaughter. Has the citizen, then, no right to
defend himself against the State, if the State uses armed
force against him?
Theoretically, the Social Revolution could be achieved
peaceably and bloodlessly. The workers could take over the
means of production, and politely inform the employers, the
police, the lawyers and the prison officers, the Civil Service
and the Armed Forces that their services were no longer
required in those capacities and that they could come and
do some useful work for a change. And, theoretically, they
could all Accept it., But, alas, this remains—theory. The history of the 20th
century alone shows us that reaction knows a thing or two
better than that. If a little tampering with the Constitution
does not do the trick, then there could be a march on Rome,
a burning of the Reichstag, a Franco uprising—a seizure of
power one way or another. Either way it eventually comes
to the same thing: a direct struggle between the people and
the State.
Where the people have the advantage is in the fact that
the State can only function through their acquiescence. The
forces of the State, after all, are manned by workers in
uniform. No .longer does a regular army o^ mercenaries
blindly serve authority- The conscript armies of torday
are unwilling soldiers, already with a grievance against the
State which unwarrantably interferes with their lives. Al
though revolutionaries are accused of disaffecting the troops,
it is seldom that affection exists in the first place!
Supposing, then, that workers began taking over industry
on a large scale. A social general strike was turning into
a social revolution. Obviously, the Government would take
action to defend the employers* interests and to maintain
their position by force. (Remember that in the 1926 British
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General Strike, warships appeared on the Clyde, the Thames,
the Humber and the Tyne. The army encamped in Hyde
Park—ostensibly to distribute milk but obviously ready for
a grimmer task.)
What is the first line of defence of the revolutionary
workers? Clearly one of propaganda to the workers in
uniform. Anti-militarism is one of the most important
features of the Syndicalist case, for one of the most important
functions of the armed forces is counter-revolution, activity
in which the morale of the ‘other ranks’ is already likely to
be at a low ebb, for they cannot lose their identity with their
own people. Is the soldier lightly to shoot down workers
who may include his own father, or brother? Is he to be
deaf to arguments about conditions which affect him when
he is in ‘civvy street’.
But, of course, many fighting men will remain true to the
colours, and against whatever action they can take, the
workers have two lines of defence. The first is that, if they
are in occupation of the factories, those factories will suffer
if violence is used against them. Now every employer will
hesitate—and the State is just another employer in this
sense—to sanction the destruction of his property, even if
he seems to be losing it. He would rather take the chance
of pulling a political or financial trick after the trouble is
over (as has been done so often) and perhaps get back in
control that way. It’s up to the workers to see' that he
doesn’t
The second defensive measure is the setting up of workers*
militias. These differ fundamentally from the official army
of the State in that there is no intention of making them a
permanent institution, and in the fact of their decentralised
control.
Workers' militias are formed by workers who take up arms
to defend their revolutionary gains. They consist of volun
teers only, any form of conscription being in contradiction
to the aim of Anarcho-Syndicalists. The conscious workerin-arms has only two aims: to prevent the means of produc
tion falling back into the hands of the ruling class, and to
get back to his constructive life as soon as possible, organis
ing with his fellows a new basis for production and distri
bution.
It must be admitted that workers fighting organisations
can have only a negative function; to prevent the re-establishment of a government. Immediately a new authority is bom,
the revolution is lost. The final defence of the social revo
lution lies not in fighting and violence, necessary as i t may
be, for this is only a transitory spasm—the death-rattle of
the old society. The revolution will be best defended by the
abolition of the means of violence, destroying completely the
power structure in society, so that man can no longer domin
ate man. Let the constructive revolution create such a
society that no man would be fool enough to want it
changed. The free society will be best defended by—freedom.
P.S.
(To be continued)
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